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Abstract  

Depression, PTSD, and hostility are common mental conditions that are associated with 

aging. A growing body of research has highlighted the possible effects of depression, PTSD, 

and hostility on aging and telomere length (TL), a cellular aging marker.  Individuals who 

exhibit excessive responses to stressors show notable circulating inflammatory responses 

with high cortisol reactivity, which increases cell turnover and oxidative stress and may 

subsequently contribute to shortened TL. This review focuses on the most recent discoveries 

in the relationship between TL and depression, PTSD and/or hostility, particularly in a unique 

military population (US active service members during the Afghanistan and Iraq wars). 

Current findings indicate that there is a solid association between leucocyte TL (LTL) and 

psychological conditions, such as depression, PTSD, and hostility. Future work should include 

controlled studies to test these associations. 
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1. Introduction 

Mental disorders may be associated with aging. Accumulated evidence show that aging is a 

biological process in which there is a progressive telomere functional decline within the tissue [1, 

2]. However, there are limited information available on aging biomarkers in mental disorders. 

Recently, several studies demonstrate a solid association between telomere length (TL) and 

mental conditions including depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, and hostility. In human, 

telomeres are tandem TTAGGG repeats at the ends of chromosomes, which are incompletely 

replicated during cellular division, eventually resulting in decreased telomere function. The decline 

in telomere function can result in an inability for cells to sustain replication and division and has 

consequences for aging [1, 2]. The relationships between TL and senescence have been 

demonstrated in cultured human cells. Hermann Muller was the first to name the “telomere” in 

the 1930s, describing it as a region of nonsense nucleotide sequences found at the end of each 

chromosome [3].  Without these special end structures, chromosomes would fuse and often break 

upon mitosis, resulting in chromosome instability which is detrimental to cells [3]. Muller and 

McClintock demonstrated that the basic roles of  “telomeres” is providing chromosome stability, 

and ensuring faithful segregation of genetic material into daughter cells upon cell division [3]. 

Telomeres protect chromosomes from degradation, fusion, and recombination [4].The average TL 

is set and maintained in cells of the germline. In somatic cells, TL declines with age, contributing 

not only to overall cell loss, but incrementally progressive cellular dysfunction. With each cell 

division, TL declines, which can ultimately impact cell survival unless counteracted or reversed by 

the telomere-lengthening enzyme, telomerase [4-6]. Telomerase works by combining the function 

of an active enzyme, telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT or hTERT in humans), with an 

essential RNA sequence, telomerase RNA component (hTERC), which provides the template for 

hTERT to generate additional tandem DNA repeats, in addition to several other stabilization and 

localization proteins including dyskerin, NHP2, NOP10 and GAR1. While certain cells including 

germ, stem, and cancer cells, demonstrate telomerase activity through the use of telomere 

maintenance mechanisms, somatic cells generally show little to no telomerase activity and are 

thus susceptible to TL shortening. Shortening of TL increases cellular susceptibility to apoptosis 

and cell death [7]. It is generally accepted that when telomeres are too short, DNA replication 

machinery cannot copy chromosome ends completely. As telomeres become critically short, both 

protein turnover and DNA repair proteins also begin to be down-regulated, resulting in an increase 

in DNA damage and denatured proteins (as well as the secondary results, such as mitochondrial 

inefficiency, lipid membrane defects, etc.) [8].  Subsequently, an “end replication problem” occurs 

and further cell division is impaired. Thus, telomeres have been repeatedly shown to determine 

cell senescence, i.e., the Hayflick limit, as resetting telomere length resets cell senescence [9-15].  

TL is not only a robust indicator of human biological age (as distinguished from chronological 

age), but also a potential marker of disease risk showing in the earliest clinically oriented works 

[16-20]. TL may represent a cumulative log of factors such as the number of cell divisions and of 
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exposure to cytotoxic processes such as excessive oxidation and inflammation [21-27]. In brief, the 

shortening of telomeres is associated with a number of diseases, from atherosclerosis to dementia 

[16, 17].  

Recently, knowledge of the role telomeres play in diseases has advanced. In addition to the role 

of telomeres in cell fate and aging by adjusting the cellular response to biological stress, telomeres 

also play a role in response to psychological stress, which has been tested using leukocytes [28, 

29]. In fact, TL shows both tissue and cell specificity. For example, shorter telomeres in leukocytes 

have been linked to psychosocial stress, depression, and PTSD [28]. Leukocytes TL (LTL) is 

significantly negatively correlated with lifetime depression. Chronically stressed individuals (e.g., 

maternal caregivers of chronically ill children and family caregivers of demented individuals) 

showed significantly shorter LTL compared to age matched controls [28, 29]. LTL is negatively 

correlated with the duration of caregiving. Women with a greater cumulative duration of 

caregiving stress had shorter telomeres [30]. Accelerated LTL shortening in individuals with Major 

Depressive Disorder (MDD) and PTSD could help explain the increased of medical morbidity seen 

in depression [7, 16, 21, 25, 31, 32] and accelerated aging in PTSD [33]. In addition, decreased in 

LTL is associated with an increase in hostility [1, 2].  

The majority of studies on TL in mental disorders including MDD and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) 

are based on leukocyte DNA. Subjects with AD had significantly shortening of LTL [34]. For 

example, shortened LTL is associated with risks for dementia and mortality [35] [36], and shorter 

LTL is a risk for earlier onset of dementia in females. Shorter LTL is also causally associated with a 

higher risk for AD [37]. There is a good correlation between TL in glial cell (particularly microglial 

cell) and CNS disease, such as AD [38]. There are potential implications of glial cell shortening for 

other CNS syndromes. Moreover, it is possible TL shortening is related to dementia [39]. Human 

subjects with high brain amyloid loads show a significantly higher degree of microglial dystrophy 

than amyloid-free controls [40]. In addition, the expression of serum telomere repeat binding 

factor 1 (TRF1) is significantly higher in patients with AD than that of the controls [41]. The 

duration of AD is significantly negatively correlated with telomere length [40]. 

In a rat model, significant telomere shortening and reduction of telomerase activity are also 

observed in microglia during normal aging. Telomere shortening correlates with microglial cell 

senescence. Mood stabilizer lithium effects the maintenance of TL in mouse model. Chronic 

lithium treatment was associated with longer telomeres in the samples from hippocampus and in 

the parietal cortex of triple-transgenic mouse model (3xTg-AD) compared to wild type mouse [42]. 

Here, we focus on the discussion of findings of the relationships between LTL and depression, 

PTSD, and hostility. 

2. Telomeres and Depression 

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is the most common psychiatric disorder and one of the 

leading causes of disability around the world. The worldwide number of subjects living with 

depression is estimated to be 322 million, 4.4% of the world’s population [43]. The burden of 

depression reaches far beyond both mental condition and quality of life, extending to somatic 

health. It has been noted to not only increase the risk of cardiovascular diseases, stroke, diabetes 

and obesity morbidity, but also aging-related medical problems [43]. The association of depression 

and aging may partly be explained by processes of accelerated cellular aging, such as deterioration 
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of telomere maintenance mechanisms [44]. TL is significantly negatively correlated with the 

duration of long-term depression and was inversely correlated with both inflammation and 

oxidative stress in depressed subjects [16, 32]. Average TL in depressed subjects who were above 

the median for long-term depression was 281 base pairs shorter than that in controls, 

corresponding to approximately seven years of accelerated cell aging [30]. Compared to healthy 

controls, subjects suffering from MDD had significantly shortened TL [16]. Shortening TL in MDD 

represents approximately 6-8 years of ‘‘accelerated aging’’ [45]. In addition, individuals with MDD 

at baseline have greater LTL shortening over two years than individuals without MDD, even after 

controlling for differences in age, sex, and body mass index [46]. Those with remitted MDD also 

had shorter TL than controls [47]. Moreover, MDD is associated with smaller right hippocampal 

volume. When corrected for age, sex, diagnostic group and total brain volume, TL was no longer 

associated with left or right hippocampal volume. These data indicate that cellular and neural 

processes may be mechanistically distinct during adolescence [48]. It is possible that TL shortening 

and hippocampal volume reduction are already present in early-onset MDD subjects [48]. Another 

study shows that MDD patients with diabetes who took Actos, an anti-diabetic drug specializing in 

lowering blood sugar levels, responded better to anti-depressant treatment and has longer 

telomeres, possibly indicating that lower blood sugar levels can result in less damage to both 

telomeres and the brain [49]. The shortened TL in depression may relate to the elevation of 

oxidative stress [50-53] and associates with a pro-inflammatory milieu [54-57], which is observed 

in PTSD and in preclinical models [55, 58-61]. TL shortening is more likely to result in secondary 

epigenetic shifts, which can occur in the duration of depression or throughout a subject’s lifetime 

[30, 62-67].  

Those studies demonstrate novel insights into the relationship between depression and LTL. 

Shortened LTL is related to not only the MDD episode, but also the remitted stage. The mechanism 

for LTL shortening in MDD may involve the elevation of oxidative stress and pro-inflammatory 

milieu. In addition, Actos-induced LTL increase provides a possibility to identify drugs, which have 

new indication for alleviating aging induced LTL shortening. Further study is needed to elucidate 

whether increased TL shortening is the consequence of TL repair mechanisms failing to recover 

after a depressive episode, the result of long-term effects on cellular aging, or whether an 

underlying putative third factor, such as inflammation, altered metabolism, or shared genetic 

effects, impacts depression vulnerability, and accelerates TL shortening [68]. 

3. Telomeres and PTSD 

TL is also associated with PTSD, which has been linked with biological aging as well [69, 70]. 

PTSD is an anxiety disorder that develops in individuals after exposure to traumatic stress and 

commonly accompanies age-related diseases, such as cardiovascular, autoimmune, 

neurodegenerative diseases, and early mortality [56, 71-74]. Repeated and prolonged stress 

responses potentially result in an accelerated rate of TL shortening. Higher levels of the stress 

hormone cortisol and catecholamines are associated with shorter TL [75, 76]. Short LTL is also 

observed in both PTSD patients and subjects who experienced multiple categories of childhood 

trauma. A possible mechanism for TL shortening in PTSD is an inflammatory response with 

dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and sympathetic nervous system 

activation [77-80]. It is possible that inflammation may promote telomere shortening by increasing 
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cell turnover and promoting the release of reactive oxygen species, which can damage telomeric 

DNA via oxidative stress [69, 81]. The dysfunction of the HPA axis and inflammatory response may 

increase the risk of PTSD and the susceptibility to accelerated shortening of LTL. It seems early life 

traumatic experiences shape later life biological stress responses [82, 83]. It has been an accepted 

recommendation that cellular senescence may play roles in epigenetic and inflammation as well as 

induction of ROS. For example, the senescence possibly promotes inflammation [84] and increases 

both ROS and the ROS/ATP ratio as mitochondria lose efficiency due to decreased turnover of 

required aerobic enzymes and increasingly leaky mitochondrial lipid membranes [85, 86].  

A recent study shows that, among the soldiers that served during the Iraq and/or Afghanistan 

war, participants with PTSD have shorter LTL than non-PTSD controls (Figure 1a) [33]. This data 

indicates that TL might be a potential blood based biomarker for PTSD. The younger non-PTSD 

controls who experienced more stressful life events tend to have longer LTL (Figure 1b and c). A 

negative association between LTL and age is observed in the non-PTSD controls, but not in PTSD 

subjects (Figure 1d). These data suggest that the mechanism of LTL was not the same in the PTSD 

and non- PTSD groups. It is possible that the age effects are not detectable in the PTSD group 

because they already have shorter telomeres, making it difficult to detect an additional age effect. 

However, LTL’s are inherently unreliable as a measure of immune stress unless followed over long 

time intervals (e.g., months to years). The interpretation of these data should be further explored 

and/or determined. 

There are several possible explanations for the relationships between LTL and PTSD. First, PTSD 

subjects with shorter LTL may be those with poor resilience for both PTSD and stress-related 

cellular aging. These data suggest that stress-related changes in telomere integrity may be one 

possible mechanism linking psychosocial stress and age-related disease [16, 25, 28, 67, 81, 87]. 

Second, those non-PTSD subjects who experienced more stressful life events and did not have a 

significant reduction of LTL may be a population resilient against both stress-related cellular aging 

and PTSD. That there are no significant differences in TL between subjects with and without 

childhood trauma events suggests that childhood trauma is not uniquely associated with changes 

in TL in that population. However, these findings contrast with a report [67] that childhood trauma 

was associated with changes in TL. These contradictory findings may be attributable to sampling 

differences (soldiers versus civilians), types of trauma exposure, or other factors including 

measuring current versus lifetime PTSD [67].  

Taking all together, although substantial evidence indicates that TL alteration is associated with 

both traumatic stress and PTSD occurrence, further comprehensive research design is needed to 

test those contradictory findings. 
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Figure 1 The telomere repeat copy number to single gene copy number (T/S) in subjects 

with and without PTSD. a. The relative T/S ratio in all subjects with or without PTSD. 

Subjects with PTSD (n=84) had significantly lower relative T/S ratio than non-PTSD 

controls (n=566). b. The Relative T/S ratio in the PTSD and non-PTSD control aged ≤ 30 

or >30 years. c. Relative T/S ratio was significantly lower for the PTSD subjects (n=84) 

compared with age-matched non-PTSD controls (n=84). d. The relationships between age 

and relative T/S ratio in PTSD subjects and age-matched non-PTSD controls. The 

association of relative T/S ratio with age was observed in non-PTSD controls (n=84; r=-

0.32, p<0.05). Such relationship was not obtained in the PTSD subjects (n=84; r=-0.03, 

p>0.05). The curves in different colors represent expected T/S ratio for the proportion of 

non-PTSD subjects. Relative T/S ratio of subjects with PTSD was presented as open circles. 

**p<0.01; *** p<0.001. 

4. Telomeres and Hostility 

In addition to the association of TL with depression and PTSD, it is known that shortened 

telomeres are significantly associated with greater levels of hostility. Hostility is an enduring 

personality trait that reflects a predisposition to exhibit interpersonal animosity and mistrust. 

Hostility is associated with negative health outcomes, including age-related disorders [88, 89].  
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Individuals reporting higher-levels of hostility have shorter LTL than those reporting lower levels of 

hostility [1, 2].  

A growing body of research has highlighted the possible effects of hostility and anger on 

cortisol and inflammatory marker levels [90, 91]. Individuals who exhibit strong psychological 

reactions, including hostility, to environmental stressors show notable inflammatory responses 

and high cortisol reactivity, which increases cell turnover and oxidative stress and may 

subsequently contribute to shortened TL [64, 92-98]. Research further suggests that hostile 

individuals are more prone to undertake risky health behaviors (e.g., alcohol and tobacco), which 

also lessen TL [99-102]. There are varying levels of prevalence across sub-populations and 

demographics, and therefore warrant focused attention. For example, the prevalence rates of 

negative emotions (i.e., hostility and anger) and mental health outcomes (i.e., PTSD) increase in 

military populations following an operational deployment [103, 104]. Such outcomes may serve as 

an underlying factor driving the acceleration of age-related health outcomes amongst military 

veterans [1, 96].  

Recently, we have investigated the relationship between hostility, post-traumatic stress and LTL 

in a sample of United States Army Special Operations personnel (n= 474) who were deployed to 

Iraq and/or Afghanistan as part of combat operations. Hostility was measured with five items from 

the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI). LTL was assessed using quantitative polymerase chain reaction 

methods, and linear regression analyses were conducted to determine the association of hostility 

and telomere length. We found that PTSD subjects reported higher hostility scores compared with 

those without PTSD. In addition, those reported high hostility score had shorter TL.  

Univariate regression showed that the total score of hostility was negatively associated with 

LTL (95% CI: -0.06 to -0.002, Beta= -0.095, p <0.039) and the presence of a significant correlation 

between LTL, hostility impulse (95% CI: -0.108 to -0.009, Beta= -0.106, p < 0.021), and hostility 

control (95% CI: -0.071 to -0.002, Beta= -0.095, p <0.004). Multiple linear regression analyses 

revealed that hostility control does not enter the equation, while hostility impulse was still 

negatively correlated with the LTL (p = 0.021). Our data indicate that LTL is associated with 

hostility impulse.  

In summary, the data particularly from a unique military sample demonstrate that TL 

shortening is associated with hostility, especially with impulsive hostility. Although the molecular 

mechanism for the interaction of TL with hostility is still unknown, prevention and treatment 

efforts designed to reduce hostility may help mitigate risk for LTL shortening, a process of cellular 

aging, and thus slow accelerated aged-related health outcomes. 

5. Conclusions 

This review presents direct evidence that short TL is associated with depression, PTSD, and 

hostility, particularly within PTSD subjects who have a substantial history of childhood trauma. 

One study demonstrates that even physically healthy young to middle-aged adults with PTSD and 

childhood trauma bear markers of cellular aging. However, another study within a military 

population did not find significant differences in TL between subjects with and without childhood 

trauma events. Those diverse results may be due to several factors, such as different stressors, 

methods, sample populations (soldiers vs. civilians), and the stages of the disorder in the studies. 

The intricate involvement of telomeres in both aging and mental disorders, such as depression, 
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PTSD, and hostility, ensures that pathways involving telomeres and telomerase will remain the 

subject of intensive studies for many years to come. 
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